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Kissinger outlines details
for 'a peace that heals'
WASHINGTON (API - The United
States and Hanoi yesterday outlined a
fragile settlement that Henry A.
Kissinger said could bring a peace
that heals.'' first to Vietnam, then to
all Indochina
In simultaneous news conferences,
presidential aide Kissinger in Washingtun and North Vietnamese special advisor Le Due Tho in Paris, both sides
disclosed details of the agreement first
announced Tuesday night
Kissinger provided no surprises, although he did say the return of American prisoners from North Vietnam
would begin by mid-February, and his
hour and a half presentation was full of
caution.
"WHETHER
THIS
agreement
brings a lasting peace or not." he said.

"depends not only upon its provisions
but also on the spirit in which it is
implemented."
The administration's determination
to keep its emotions from soaring into
euphoria, was also evident in President
Nixon's first statement since he announced the agreement
"We've got our prisoners coming
back." he told congressional leaders,
and "a peace, however fragile, which
we have hopes will endure "
According to the full 12-page agree
ment and the four accompanying
explanatory and technical documents,
the settlement will be signed in three
different ceremonies this Saturday in
Paris
WITHIN IS DAYS of the signing the

first American I'OW will be picked up
in Hanoi by American personnel in
American planes, with the entire contingent of 587 l' s captive*' 4":i in
North Vietnam, ion m the South and 1
m Laos- to be released .it about Iwo
week intervals lor Iwo months
The withdrawal of Ihe lasl 24.000
American troops remaining in South
Vietnam will begin and continue at ■

similar rate
The cease-fire initially will bo
limited to Vietnam, because of the
complexities m Ihe othei Iwo Indochina
nations
But Kissinger added that It is our
firm expectation that Within a short
period oi time there will be a formal
cease-fire in Laos

AS TO CAMBODIA, the presidential
advisor said "it is our expectation that
a de facto cease-fire will come into
being over a period of time relevant to
the execution of this agreement "
Kissinger told a national broadcast
and television audience watching his
news conference that "no one side got
all it wanted." but he claimed the
United States obtained most of its
essential demands, particularly concerning the right of political self-determination for the South
l.e Due Tho saw great gains for his
side as well, even to the point of
claiming the agreement was a "great
victory for the Vietnamese people "
• To 'Peace provisions met,'
page five.

Effects on University funding cited

Council reviews Gilligan budget
Dr Michael Ferrari, acting provost
and coordinator for planning and budgeting, told the University Budget
Council yesterday he would like to see
no new faculty or staff increases for
next year.
However, no action has been taken
yet on the suggestion
Df Ferrari's statement came after
Budget Council reviewed Gov John J
Gilligan's proposed budget for higher
education for the 1973-75 biennium and
its effects on the University

Flags fly at half-ttaH in memory of former Presidents Harry S
Truman and Lyndon Baines Johnson. Classes were cancelled
and University oHices closed today as part of the national day
of mourning for President Johnson.

THE GOVERNOR'S proposed budget allows for a three per cent increase
in state aid to state-supported universities, and a request that sludent tuition
rates be hiked three per cent
Dr Ferrari said he would like to see
no "net addition" to total faculty and
staff employees since enrollment at
the University is leveling off.
i!e said another reason is the University must realize how little money it
has and start "reallocating University
funds "
Other projects that would be

affected if the governor's budget is
passed are:
-The proposed new Fine Arts Bldg
and renovations for other University
buildings.
-The Student Development program;
-Appropriations to the University
for industrial equipment
SINCE THE governor wants to declare a moratorium on capital
improvements not already "in the
pipeline," Dr. Ferrari said it is doubtful the University would receive money
for the proposed $6 million new Fine
Arts Bldg.
The building would include new
facilities for the theater, music and art
departments.
The governor has also proposed $2 5
million for 1974 for developmental
instruction programs, a program that
may bring more money for the Student
Development program here.
This would include programs
throughout the state that recruit

minority students ami provide Ihem
with financial support
However, it is not known how much
money, if any. will go to Howling
Green The University receives only
$27,000 of the $1 2 million allocated to

state-supported schools In 1973
DR. FERRARI said the University
receives
little ol Ihe slate money because of the basis for distribution The
Ohio Board ol Regent! allocated more
money to universities that recruit students who received less lhan a Iti on (he
American College Test i ACT i
He said the University does nol recruit students on this basis, and therefore doesn't receive as much money.
Dr Ferrari was optimistic about receiving some of the $2 million proposed
lor technical equipment in 1974
He also presented a list ol items that
would present new costs to current
University expenses, items that will be
discussed by Budget Council over the
nexl several weeks These include
--Pay raises for faculty and staff Dr.

Ferrari estimated that for every one
per cent increase in pay. it will cost the
University $152,756.
-Money allotted for the Student
Development program.
Each additional student attending
the University on Ihe program next
year will cost the University $365
-Increases in utilities The University is converting the heating plant
from coal to gas and oil fuel It will
cost between $250,000 and $275,000.
council members estimate -Increases in pay for graduate assistant programs A one per cent increase
would cost the University $13,315.
OTHER ITEMS included money for
faculty members returning from leave,
hiring a chairman for the chemistry
department, inequities in women's
salaries, and possible increases in the
minimum wage
All totaled, the new programs and
expenses would represent a $2 4 million increase from the present University budget

Ohio prisons-schools for crime'
Editor's nole: This is the lasl of a twopart series on the conditions of Ohio's
prisons and inmates.
By Mary Wey
Stsff Reporter
Vfter investigating conditions in
Ohio s prisons for one year, the Ohio
Talk Force on Corrections concluded
that criminal offenders should be sent
lo community-based centers or placed
on effective parole and work-release
programs rather than being sentenced
lo jails

r

The task force report stated that
although the nation's increase in crime
cannot be attributed solely to
inadequate prisons, correctional institutions must share the blame
It claimed that, at best, Ohio'l
prisons are schools for ct ime and
cannot deal effectively with crime
problems.
MANY PEOPLE who are in jails,
especially first-time offenders,
shouldn t even be there, said Dr
Joseph Balogli. chairman of the
University's sociology department and
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High costs of war...
By The Associated Press
For everyone involved, the cost of the Vietnam war has been
staggering, both in terms of lives and dollars Here, at a glance, are
some of those costs
CASUALTIES The Pentagon says 45.928 Americans were killed in
action and more than 300.000 were wounded between 1961 and the end
of 1972 The South Vietnamese command says 180.676 of its troops and
an estimated 921.350 North Vietnamese and Viet Cong were killed in
the same period
TAXES The war has cost American taxpayers nearly $137 billion
I S SERVICEMEN About 2 6 million Americans have served in
the armed forces in Vietnam and another 700.000 elsewhere in
Southeast Asia or on ships off the Vietnamese coast
AIRCRAFT LOSSES: The United States has lost 4.900 helicopters
and 3 700 fixed-wing planes, about 1.100 of them over North Vietnam.
BOMBING US warplanes dropped about 7.1 million tons of
bombs and rockets on the four countries of Indochina That is about
three times the tonnage dropped by US planes in World War II and
10 times the amount in the Korean War.
■*-x-x-x-x::-xx-:**X:Xvx:-xw^

consultant to the task force.
Locking people up is used far too
often as a means of dealing with
criminal offenders. Every conceivable
alternative to imprisonment should be
explored before any individual is
committed to an institution, he said.
As the main alternative to the
present prison system, where
offenders are locked away from
society, the task force recommended
that Ohio rehabilitate its offenders by
locating prisoners in a community
setting
The force stressed using the community in prisoner rehabilitation
because it emphasizes reintegrationmaking the prisoner a productive,
responsible member of society
Shutting people up in mammoth
bastilles is "notorious for reducing a
new inmate's character to that of the
lowest common denominator." the
report said
Human beings cannot be placed in
barbaric institutions, subjected to total
deprivation of dignity and respect,
with any reasonable expectation that
upon their release they will suddenly
begin to conform their conduct to the
requirements of the law and act in a
responsible fashion."
THE COMMUNITY based institution
was seen as the most favorable
alternative because:
-It emphasizes reintegrating the
individual into society as a productive,
self-respecting member:
-It has already proven effective in
communities where they are located.
In 1969, 65 per cent of the prisoners
located in community-based treatment
centers were never recommitted:
-The cost of treating an offender in a
community is about 75 per cent less

expensive than placing the offender in
an institution:
-Since 96 per cent of all offenders
will eventually be released to the community, it seems reasonable to orient
them to their future life-style.
Dr. Balogh said he and the other
members of the task force were "not
one bit sorry" to hear the Ohio
Penitentiary was being torn down He
said he wished the Mansfield Reformatory would go.too.
THE PENITENTIARY is archaic
and the land is worth more than the
building, he said.
Dr. Balogh criticized the state for
recently building the $42 million
Lucasville institution, saying the
prison is already "obsolete, archaic,
and a testimonial to the ignorance of
corrections in the 19th century."
Community-based institutions are
the answer, not building "bigger and
better" prisons, he said
Another major problem in Ohio
prisons is a lack of professional pride,
dedication and skilled training for
prison employees. Dr. Balogh said
• K'e said the only way prisons can
attract "good, professional help" is by
increasing salaries and starting
training and screening programs for
guards and correctional officers.
He said persons hired to manage
prisoners should be thoroughly
screened through written tests and by
psychologists to insure that no sadistic
tendencies are present.
This would result in less force and
harassment of inmates by guards and
correctional officers, he said
• To

Penal changes odvised,'

page three.

Dr. Joseph K. Balogh
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cease-fire

eros must prevail

Peace.

We are pleased with President Nixon's announcement Tuesday
that an agreement has been reached to end U.S. involvement in
By William F. Backley Jr.

the Vietnam war.
The agreement has been a long, long time coming
Although we cannot hope to atone for the wrongs committed
during the longest, bloodiest war in U.S. history, we are encouraged by this first

step

toward an end

to meaningless

bloodshed.
To insure that Saturday's cease-fire does lead to peace in Indochina, the United States must commit itself to honoring every
point of the peace agreement without reservation.
The agreement calls for the United States to participate in
postwar reconstruction efforts throughout Indochina, including
North Vietnam.
We fully agree with that point.
It also demands a complete withdrawal of U.S. troops within 60
days of signing the cease-fire. During that same 60-day period.
North Vietnam will release all U.S. prisoners of war.
Once again, we are in agreement--but only if North Vietnamese

Comes now Ihe news that al the
beginning of February a new movie
starring Marlon Brando will bring
explicit sex to. no to speak, the feature
film, the whole ol it in this case under
the ardent patronage of Miss Pauline
Kael who says that the debut of "Last
Tango In Paris" will rank artistically
with the debut of Stravinsky's "The
Rite of Spring".
"Time" magazine has done a cover
story on the picture, describing in quite
sufficient detail the couplings and the
writhings of Mr Brando and his victim
and acknowledging indeed pressing
the point-that it isn't love that drew
them together, but that he finds love,
and so on. and so forth

prisoners are granted the same treatment.
In addition, a non-governmental council will organize national
elections and promote implementation of the agreement, while
an international commission will supervise the elections and
cease-fire.
It is essential that this point is upheld-or Nixon's announcement will be only so many words.
Peace. Not just peace for U.S. soldiers. Peace for all peoples in
Indochina.
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But the primary reasons are. really,
biological. A race cannot hate itself,
mock its ideals and institutions, andsurvive.

Suddenly London looked up over its
reading glass and noticed that C. P.
Snow, of all people, had hailed it as a
book
of
enormous
importance
"perhaps the beginning of a major
argument of the seventies."
Malcolm Muggeridge said about
Duncan Williams' book "Trousered
Apes" (the title is taken from C. S.
Lewis) is a cogently argued, highly
intelligent, and devastatingly effective
anatomization of what passes for
culture today showing that it is
nihilistic in purpose, ethically and
spiritually vacuous, and Gadarene in
destination "
THE LAST, IF you had to boil down
Mr. Williams thesis, is it. You can't
get away with it forever, he says You
cannot build art around the absurd, the

Because the resulting disunity, in an
age impatient for apocalypse, would
usher in either abject and formal
defeat at the hands of a super power:
or. more likely, the kind of disintegration
perfectly captured by
Walker Percy in his novel, "Love In
The Ruins'

PROFESSOR ERNEST van den

COME TO THINK of it, the ad it
question
specifies
for
mature
adults." Immature adults will satisfy
themselves with the double feature
Throat' and "Teenage Fantasies."
ADULT' MATURE! I propose a neji
law to Governor Reagan All movies
must be clearly marked "Warning;
Eros does not. in this film, prevail over
Thanatos."

Paag long since made the point about
pornography that it should exist, must
exist, but that it is important that it
should be sold under the counter, the
point being that that is where it should
be situated by the common consent of
civilized society.

The quote from Burke is almost '■»
cliche, but Professor Williams in his
brilliant study, recalls it in perfect
context
Men are qualified for civjl
liberty in exact proportion to their
disposition to put moral chains upon
their own appetites.

Dirty movies should look the way
that
two-stroke outboard
engines
sound.
I
remarked,
on
visiting
Copenhagen
a
while
back,
that
Denmark
has
proved
that
bad
pornography
drives
out
good
pornography.

"Society cannot exist unless i
controlling power upon will
and
appetite be placed somewhere, and the
less of it there is within, the more
there is without

They say that "Tango" is not even
erotic,
merely
animalistic
and
depraved; but of course animalism and

"It is ordained in the eternal constitution of
things that men cf
intemperate minds cannot be free.
Their passions forge their fetters ''
Washington Star-King

FMWH Syndicate

offers apology for concert

m. hume

copy editor

H MM

I DO WISH adults would read
"Trousered Apes." It is a slender
volume by a professor of literature,
just now published in America by
Arlington House, and it has not made
the cover of "Time" magazine.
In England it was the nearest thing
to a surreptitious volume since the
days
when
pornography
was
effectively banned.

depravity make art-ask Sartre. Read
Sartre on Genet
In San Francisco a section of the
movie page in the morning newspaper
is fastidiously reserved for ads from
"Adult Theaters." In what way. one
wonders, is it adult to desire to see
"Bijou", advertised as
the most
ambitious and successful porno film,
gay or straight... .ever."

kathleen m. fraie

editorial editor

"..

perverse, the animalistic.
There are artistic reasons why this
will not work, he explains, with
wonderfully deft illustrations and
citations. And there are philosophical
reasons.

Leirers-

Editorial Stoff

editor

THE FILM WAS banned HI Italy,
whereupon one of those colloquies was
arranged between Alberto Moravia
and
Jesuil
theologian
Domenico
Grasso (where IK) they find those
Jesuits?).
Moravia-whose novels one recalls
were placed on the Index by f'ope Pius
XII- said guess what High!
And Father Grasso said that really
the movie, whose sex scenes are
"valid", is a life and death struggle
between F.ros and Thanatos. and is
redeemed because the film's director.
I.'ot Pants Bertolucci. gave Eros the
edge
Father Grasso concluded that it is

"an appreciable work, especially if the
people who see it are mature, capable
of grasping the idea underneath."
Especially if the people who see it are
Pauline Kael.

M aoka ^ ik. so NMM •*•»-! IseM

To all students, facility, and guests who
attended the Seals and Crofts Concert
An explanation needs to be given for
the events which occurred this past
Sunday night in Anderson Arena I
would begin hv olfenng my apologies
to anyone who loll the concert with a
leeling ol disappointment I too was
disappointed
Your first contact with the events of
the evening probably began with a long
wait outside Ihe doors (o get into the
building Our original plans were to
open Ihe doors .il tip in
However, the road manager for
Seals and trolls slated lhat Ihey would
not permit any audience to be present
until they were compleli'ly through

opinion

faith in man restored
By Kim Schliefer
Guest Columnist

to last, to depart from Lincoln
Memorial, the responsive cheer was
deafening.

Amazing And beautilul Something
lhat restores one's faith in the innate
goodness o( mankind ll will be hard to
lorget
the
"inauguration of
conscience,
as Bella Abzug termed
the Jan 20 march on Washington.
Amazing in lhat tens ol thousands ol
people ol divergent ideologies and
interests
came
together,
many
travelling considerable distances, to
join hands in Ireezing temperatures
with others committed to opposing
what they believe an immoral war
Beautilul in (hat during the nine
hours I shared with this multitude. I
never heard a bad word spoken other
than against the issue of protest

Idealistic'' The answer must be a
delinite yes With what other spirit
would people still be voicing anil
demonstrating their opposition to the
war

THERE WAS A sense ol solidarity
People had time to smile at one
another and to extend peaceful, helping
hands to one another It was clearly an
epidemic of emotional contagion-everyone was catching a common case
of love

And in full knowledge that Ihcu
expressions fall on the deal cats and
sightless eyes o( the newlv-recrowned
king, people made the journey to
actively and peacelully register ,i
common opinion
WHILE NIXON, seemingly oblivious
to such proceedings, grinned and
waved his majestic way down the
parade route amid the cheering ol
throngs, a comparable number still
held on to their belief against his
warring policies They have not lost
their faith

And III,it faith is strong enough to gel
them nut ol cot) living room gripe
sessions, with Ihe aura of futility lhat
usually accompanies such arm chair
philosophical societies, to stand up and
demand,
constitutionally
and
peacefully, that they be heard
The march on Washington was an
example
ol
Americans
availing
themselves ol their rights-free speech
and assembly-and employing them,
not sitting back m the ultimate sell
pity of leeling that nothing can be done
Instead ol giving up. they are fighting
And they will not accept dele.it
As long as such activities continue,
as long as people remain involved and
expressive, as long as futility does not
engulf Ihe entire population. America
and all that she could be will not die
The real Americans won't let il

with their sound check A sound check
that was to have lasted a half hour
turned into an hour and 45 minute
ordeal
THIS LEADS ME to a question
which I would pose to the entire
University community
l!ow much
are you. as concert-goers, willing to
risk""
We i Cultural Boost I could have
opened the doors at 6 p. in and avoided
stampedes lhat occurred Pad we done
(Ins the group would have refused to
perform,
not
because
of
any
contractual obligation on our part, but
due to the temperment of their
managers
Speaking of managers. Seals and
Crofts had not one. but four, each with
a different perception of what should
be done The result was the confusion
that you saw. both on and off stage
Much of the confusion on stage can
be attributed to the sound company.
I'anley Sound Co., of Brighton. Massachusetts We did not choose the sound
company; Seals and Crofts required
that we use their choice, otherwise
they would not perform
THE RESULT WAS a massive
amount of equipment which failed to
work properly. Does any act need that
much equipment (18 microphones for 3
people l to stage a concert in Anderson
Arena'1
I feel the answer is no. and I believe
the John Denver concert proved lhat.
John Denver could fit all his equipment
and personnel into a station wagonSeals and Crofts couldn't even fit all
their managers into a station wagon!
What about Seals and Crofts themselves: were they good performers'
Some acts sound good in a recording
studio, but don't make satisfactory live
appearances Personally. 1 feel that

TO SUM THINGS up. I would have to
ask what Bowling Green audiences
want, recording artists or entertainers,
for sometimes there is a difference
Over 80 per cent of the people
surveyed by phone wanted Seals and
Crofts and the tickets were sold at a
rapid pace. If any students felt ripped
off for losing $2 50 or $3 50.1 felt just as
ripped off when I handed one of their

THE MARCH ON Washington was a
renewal ol faith and purpose The
previously unexpressed undercurrent
of opposition to the war surged lorward
again

Tuesday's issue of The BG News was
the last straw. For the last few years I
have read and listened to a parade of
New Left nonsense throughout the
country, on this campus and in The BG
News.
Yesterday's
colossal
dose
of
nonsense is simply more than I can
bear
To set the record straight I am
opposed to the Vietnam war. I oppose
our
effort
because
I
despise
incompetence and indecision. The
elongated suffering is senseless.

I AM ALSO OPPOSED to the
senselessness of racism, political
oppression, sexism, etc. But I am not
opposed
to common
sense
and
practical
intelligence,
two
commodities you (The BG News) seem
to shun as undesirable

I AM TIRED of people telling me
about the cruelty and oppression of the
capitalist system, while they live off
the fat of their capitalist-pig parents'
checkbook.

It was made ..unilest as chanting
rose to a trembling thunder at the
Washington monument
And when
voices joined in Ain't gonna study war
no more

A SHIELD! A CHAIR! A GARBAGE CAN LID! AHYTHINGI'

managers a check for over $12,000.
If you are dissatisfied and want to let
the act know how you feel. I suggest
that you write, as 1 am writing, to.
Day Management Companv
1258 North I 'ighland
Suite 307
1'ollywood. California 90038
I'm sorry that things worked out the
way they did Sunday night In the
future, we at Cultural Boost will do our
best to alleviate any problems which
have come to our attention and to
provide
the
highest
caliber of
entertainment which we can.
Chris McCracken
coordinator. Cultural Boost

nonsense on parade

I am waiting for the New Left to
mobilize against North Vietnam's
violations of international law. due to
their continuing occupation of
territories in Cambodia and Laos.
I am waiting for an editorial
condemning the atrocities the North
Vietnamese have committed in the
South, while trying to impose a
government upon the people by force,
which is certainly political oppression.
I have heard a great deal about
American
cruelty
and
South
Vietnamese corruption. But why not
North Vietnamese tyranny? Or Soviet
aggression? Or NLF butchery?

Mie.«e£hjT-

And the net spirit of brotherhood
grew to an even more immeasurable
amount than the mere number ol
participants
Though my body shivered, my heart
rejoiced in the warmth ol human
compassion
It's been a long and unrewarded
struggle for the many dedicated antiwar groups But they are still alive and
thriving.

And when the assemblage was
informed that it took a span of two
hours (or all the marchers, from first

Seals and Crofts are recording artists
rather than entertainers.
This is not meant to take anything
away from their musical competence,
which is quite obvious But they don't
yet have the rapport with the audience
that many entertainers have

One phenomena on this campus has
always bothered me The same people
who cry aloud for brotherhood and love
are absolute masters of the art of
character assassination.
The same people who scream for
human
dignity
callously
ignore

personal hygiene, which would seem to
be one of the most basic dignities
And the same people who plead for a
world peace and harmony are totally
ignorant of decent manners, show little
apparent respect for anyone i including
themselves! and have fantastically
foul mouths
AMERICA AND its leaders are fa/
from perfect. But until the New Left
can mouth practical alternatives. I
suggest that it should shut up
Until the incompetents who want a
lot of work done are willing to quit
playing freak and help with the work. I
suggest that they quit filling the air
with their incomprehensible nonsense
And I further suggest that a publicly
supported newspaper which carries
editorial prejudices into its news pages
consistently, whether to the left or the
right, should be shut up
Grow up. use some sense and quit
wasting our paper with the trivia)
nonsense some people call politics or
ideology.
:•

Tom Ealej
Box 61 Palejv
McClure.Ohjo

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes allletters to the editor and opinioncolumns. Letters may comment:
on any other letter, column or!;.
editorial.
;•;
Letters should be a maximum oC:'■
300 words, typewritten. We ask-:'
that columns be no more than four .typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to!;
edit all submissions that exceed"
these limits, with respect to the':
laws of libel and proper taste.
Letters and
columns
must' ,
include
the
author's
name.:
address and phone number, and •
may be mailed to the Editor. cf>;"
The BG News 108 University Pall
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Johnson's coffin borne to Capitol
WASHINGTON lAP) The body of former President Lyndon Baines Johnson
returned yesterday to a capital preparing for the peace
he sought for so long
His coffin was borne in
military splendor down
Constitution Avenue-from
hear the White House to the
Capitol-the twin edifices of

his power for more than 30
years.
His flag-draped coffin was
to lie in state in the Rotunda
of the Capitol for an 18-hour,
final farewell by the people
he served as congressman,
senator, vice president and
president
WASHINGTON still bore
the signs of the second

inauguration, only four days
earlier, of Richard Nixon,
who succeeded Johnson as
the 37th president.
Nixon, who had only hours
earlier announced the initialing of a peace agreement
with Vietnam, rode with Ms
Nixon in the funeral procession.
Ms Johnson, their two
daughters and sons-in-law

THEN IT WAS known as
Air Force One and now it
has been renamed "The
Spirit of '76.'' But it still
bore the same serial number. 2-6000 behind the lettering The United States of
America."
There were eulogies from
old colleagues in Johnson's
revered Senate, but Johnson's vice president, Hubert
K. Humphrey, perhaps encapsuled the i\..m best:
"He could take a bite out
of you bigger than a T-bone
steak." Humphrey said,
"and the very next day he
would put his arms around
you like a long-lcsl brother. I
sometimes t. led to stir up a
little trouble just so I could
be loved up once aga in."
Only a month ago, Johnson
had attended the lying-instate in Independence. Mo.,
of another former Democratic president. Harry S
Truman

had accompanied the body
of the nation's 36th President from Austin. Tex., to
Washington
They flew aboard the
presidential jet-the same
plane on which Johnson took
his presidential oath on Nov.
22. 1963. after the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy

newsnoTes
Thieu address
SAIGON i APi - President Nguyen
Van Thieu said yesterday that Hanoi
has been forced to recognize North
and South Vietnam as two separate
countries and the sovereignly of
South Vietnam in a peace agreement
that will be signed Saturday
In an address to the nation timed to
coincide with President Nixon's
announcement in Washington, be said
a ceasefire will take effect at 8 am
Sunday Saigon time-7 p.m. Saturday.
EST

Stocks down
NEW YORK iAPi
The stock
market showed sharp declines
yesterday as investor worries over
the economy, according to analysts,
overrode the psychologic impact of
President Nixon's Vietnam cease-fire
announcement.
After a brief buying spree that sent

the Dow Jones average of 30
industrials up some 6 points in the
first minutes of trading, the indicator
began backing off and by II am. was
on the minus side It closed down
14 07 at 1004.59.
Analysts said the impact of the
peace settlement had been previously
discounted, while concern over Phase
3. inflation, and higher interest rates
was still fresh in investors' minds

Abortion law

Haiti captives
PORT AU PRINCE. Haiti (API The top two U.S. diplomatic officials
in Haiti were held captive in the
ambassador's residence yesterday by
two armed men and a woman
demanding the release of a number of
prisoners by the Haitian government
Ambassador Clinton E. Knox and
Consul General Ward Christiansen
were trapped at gunpoint late
Tuesday as they drove up to the
Embassy residence

COLUMBUS (API - Although
personally opposed to abortions, the
director of the state Health Department said Tuesday he will listen to
proposals for regulation of abortion
clinics in Ohio.
Dr John Cashman said that Mary
Ann Hanson, chairman of the Ohio
Abortion Alliance, had arranged to
talk with him soon But Cashman
declined to speculate on how or even
whether the clinics might be set up

THE 198 POWs held
captive in South Vietnam
will be released to American
authorities "at designated
points in the South." he said
; Under terms of the agree-

ment, "the return of all captured persons shall be
completed within 60 days of
the signing of the agreement
at a rate no lower than the
rate of withdrawal from
South Vietnam of United
States forces and those of
other countries "
Kissinger said U.S. Air
Force planes staffed with
medical personnel would fly
directly to Hanoi to pick up
the prisoners at mutually
agreed on dates. Some of the
men have been in N. Viet
hands more than eight
years, longer than
Americans have been held
captive in any war
The C141 jet transports
standing by in the Western
Pacific awaiting flight
orders apparently will be
permitted to land at Gia
Lam Airport across the Red
River from downtown
Hanoi, the same field
bombed by U.S. planes last
month.

• from page one

Busing begins

This would result in less
force and harassment of
inmates by guards and
correctional officers, he
said

MEMPHIS. Tenn (APi - Escorted
by police, school buses began rolling
in Memphis yesterday after the
failure of a last-minute effort to
thwart desegregation by busing in the
nation's 10th largest school system.
No major problems were reported
as the buses began their rounds

THE

spelling out the agreement
on handling POWs covers
civilian as well as military
prisoners on both sides and
provides that the seriously
ill, wounded or maimed, and
old persons and women shall
be returned first
Under the protocol, the
United States. North
Vietnam and the other

The report stated that
since the majority of the
prison population is "young,
disproportionately black,
urban luwer class.

warring parties are
obligated to exchange complete lists of captured
military personnel and
civilians on Saturday, the
same day the agreement is
signed
According to the Pentagon, there are 587 captured473 in North Vietnam. 108
held in South Vietnam, and 6

in Laos Another 1.335 are
listed as missing-515 in the
North. 505 in the South and
315 in Laos.
The North Vietnamese,
however, currently acknowledge holding only 380
American GIs. They have
never given any indication
that they know the whereabouts of the missing.

predominantly male, disadvantaged." and "suffers
from educational, vocational, social, medical,
psychological and psychiatric handicaps, the
following hiring practices
should be implemented:
-Urban persons should be
recruited as prison
employees.
-Black correctional and
black professional persons
should be sought.
-More women should be
hired at male institutions
and more men at female
institutions to create a
normal social atmosphere;
-Young persons should be
recruited.
Dr. Balogh emphasized
the need for young persons

to become involved in prison
reform, saying they have a
tendency to be more
sincere, dedicated, and compassionate than many present employees, who see
prison reform as "just
another job."
HE SAID he was very
enthusiastic about the
University recently approving plans for an Allied
I'ealth College, because it
will give students here an
opportunity to study prison
rehabilitation Dr. Balogh is
acting dean of the college
Dr Balogh said since the
task force submitted its
report to Gov John Gilligan.
steps have been taken to improve prison life, especially

inmates' constitutional and
human rights
|!e said he was disappointed to see how little
Gov. Gilligan allocated in
his proposed budget for
prison relorm, but said the
action was "typical" of the
governor
"He hasn't done very well
in prison reform or in the
area of higher education."
he said
Powever. Dr
Balogh
stressed thai the solution to
Ohio's prison problems rests
with the state's residents
They must stop perpetuating a vindictive, punishing, lock-em-up society
and view prison relorm as
the rehabilitation of
criminal offenders, he said

The Artist Series
- presents —

STADIUM - VU

New Name

lnmat«« can only dream of the real world' from inside prison
walls. The Ohio Task Force on Corrections hat recommended
locating prisoners in a community setting at an alternative to
"barbaric institution!."

Penal changes advised

POW release dates pending
WASHINGTON I API Presidential advisor Henry
Kissinger announced yesterday that North Vietnam
would begin releasing
American prisoners of war
I POWs> in Hanoi within 15
days of signing of a peace
agreement Saturday
No firm date was disclosed but Pentagon sources
said they were hopeful the
initial release would come
within 24 hours of the
signing, possibly Sunday
Speaking at a White House
news conference. Kissinger
Mid the 479 US POWs held
in North Vietnam and Laos
would be turned over to
American military personnel in Hanoi "at intervals of
two weeks or about 15 days
in roughly equal installments."

Behind
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Indian association
slates weekend festival

TEE'S ^JERSEY'S

The University Indian Association will hold an India
Republic Day celebration this weekend to commemorate the
formation of the Republic of India
' The festival will begin Friday night at 7 with the showing
of "Waqt." a movie produced by Indians It will be shown m
115 Education Bldg with admission set at SI .50.
At 6 p.m. Saturday an Indian dinner will be held at the
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S Church St. The dinner will
feature authentic Indian food and dancing, and a display of
artifacts
The dinner is sold out

PRINTED FREE!
GREEK LETTERS PRINTED
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PRINTED FREE, WHEN YOU
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If youve lost your taste,
come to J & G Pizza and
you'll never lose it again.
So call 353-8565 for delivery or take out.
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Grand Ballroom, University Union
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A McDonald s Hamburger, fries and an icy cold @£l!5& They taste great together
Come to think ol it, they taste pretty good apart, loo""""•

■ McDonalds
1050 S. Main
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Common problems cited

Viets intensify
ground efforts
SAIGON (API - The warring sidei in South Vietnam
appeared to be redoubling
their efforts yesterday to
gain footholds for the ceasefire and the impending political struggle that President
Nguyen Van Thleu warned
will be as difficult and dangerous as the war.
Increased battlefield action and a variety of other
indicators showed the Communist command moving to
consolidate its position in
areas now contested or controlled by its troops, allied
officials Mid.
The Saigon government
was reported planning a
security crackdown for the
weekend before the ceasefire which begins officially
at S a.m. Sunday Saigon
time. That is 7 p.m. EST
Saturday.
A senior South Vietnamese command official
earlier announced there
would be one more effort to
gain territory and control of
the population before the
cease-fire.

Latin American
lecture res I a ted
The guest lecture "Population and Politics in Latin
America," scheduled for today, has been cancelled. The
lecture was to be presented
by Dr. Terry McCoy, assistant professor of political
science at Ohio State.
The lecture has been
rescheduled for 2 p.m.
Thursday, Feb. 8.

SHA offers renting tips

ONE REPORT from a
senior government source
said a two-day curfew will
be imposed in the countryside and smaller cities in
contested areas to strengthen the government's control and head off last-minute
armed activity by the North
Vietnamese and local guerrilla forces.
The South Vietnamese
military command reported
95 "enemy-initiated incidents" across the country in
the 24 hours ending about
dawn yesterday, the most
since Jan. 6

Moving off campus next
year?
"Know what you want and
what you're getting into."
Kris Eridon, coordinator of
the Student Housing Association (SKA), told students
Tuesday night.
Eridon, junior (B.A.),
spoke on "A Student's Guide
to Apartment Hunting," in
the first of four SHA programs designed to help oncampus students make a
smooth transition to offcampus living.
His talk cited the differences among the three
types of off-campus housing
available in the Bowling
Green area.

In a 45-minute cease-fire
address to the nation. Thieu
declared that
the Communists do not have good
will or peace. Therefore, as
I have frequently told you.
no agreement will provide a
100 per cent guarantee for
peace and no international
body may be considered to
be able to give us a 100 per
cent guarantee for peace."
U.S. AND South Vietnamese aircraft continued
normal operations But U.S.
sources indicated American
bombing would begin tapering olf today, although
some strikes probably will
be flown until just before the
truce deadline.
They said it also is likely
that American military advisors in the field with South
Vietnamese units and assigned to provincial and district teams will begin
pulling out in the next lew
days.

N*wta4wt*byCarlMd

Cathy O'Brien and Greg Horn, both freshman
(AAS|, share a quiet moment together by a
dormitory window in Bromfield Hall.

"ROOMS USUALLY have
strict rules," Eridon said.
"Some don't allow cooking;
some don't have private entrances and in some, you
share the bathroom and/or
kitchen with the landlord."
Eridon said the tenant has
almost complete freedom in
houses. Houses are usually
cheaper than apartment
complexes, he added.
"Most of the students opt
for the happy medium of the
apartment complexes where
they don't lose the feeling of
the campus "
He said the average rent
for an apartment close to
campus is $65-167 a month,
while those farther away
usually rent for 150-S55 a
month.
Eridon cited the following
points to notice before
signing a lease.

-Length of the lease,
whether for nine or 12
months;
-Whether or not the apartment can be subleased;
-What utilities are included in the rent;
-If or how the apartment
is furnished.

"PROBABLY

the

two

most important things I
could tell you is to know

COLUMBUS (AP) - For
Ohioans with personal
involvement in the Vietnam
conflict, the war ended not
with a bang, but with
whispers of joy, sorrow,
relief and skepticism.
In most cities. President
Nixon's peace announcement was greeted with
silence. No bells, no sirens,
no whistles.
FamUies of POWs or men
missing in action expressed
more apprehension than joy
at news that terms of the
settlement Included release
of all prisoners, men
missing in action and accounting of all within 60
days.

FOR FAMILIES with
fathers, brothers or sons
killed in the war, the news
revived sorrow and doubts
about the personal cost of
the war.
Veterans, now home but
many still looking for jobs,
were the most skeptical
about the chances for a
lasting peace.
"It's all downhill from
now on." said Ms. Howard
K. Williams of Columbus,
who has been awaiting word
of her Air Force Major
husband for five years. "But
this is a frightening and apprehensive time. The 60
days is still a while to wait."
Many families of missing
men were reluctant to discuss their feelings, as if
talking would raise their
hopes too high.

ym.
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"I'M NOT SO sure the war
has ended," said Bill Gibb.
former Spec 4 radio infantryman in (he Binh Dinh
Province. "I'm not so sure it
ever could. I really won't
believe it until I see the

POWs coming home."
Walter Caldwell. 30. of
Columbus "saw a lot of
people die" on helicopter
recognizance out of Da
Nang.
"And now 1 think, so
what?" he said. "We were
over there fighting for the
people of South Vietnam. I
don't think the terms of the
peace agreement are in
their best interests."
Lonnie Decker, of Beallsville. was wounded during
the war. He was in Vietnam
from 1966-67 and fought in
the Central Highlands. He's
glad the war is ending, but
it's not exactly the way he
would have wanted it.
"Hell no. we didn't win
any war." he said yesterday
Decker feels the country
should have gone into Vietnam with the intention of
winning an all-out victory.
"I think the whole country

DOMINOS
352-5221

St j

ROSES-LOW STEM

"HOW ARE THEY going
to get the men missing in
action out' They haven't
said anything about that."
the wife of a missing flyer
said.
For those who lost loved
ones in the war. the peace
message was a reminder of
the price they paid.
"If I had my way, he'd
never have gone over there.
I'd still have my son if it
weren't for that war," said
Paul Leach, whose son.
Gary, was killed in an air
crash in Guam.
Those who enlisted and
later returned, had their
own doubts.

WASHINGTON (AP) The United States expects
some 145.000 North Vietnamese troops now in South
Vietnam to gradually dwindle in number after the
cease-fire takes effect, Henry Kissinger said yesterday.
Kissinger, chief U.S
architect of the war-ending
agreement that is to be
signed in Paris Saturday,
made his comment when
asked about the lack of a
requirement that North
Vietnam withdraw its troops
from South Vietnam, as the
United States must do within
60 days.
"That problem will be
taken care of by the evolution of events in South Vietnam," Kissinger told a news
conference.
He said the number of

apparently closed quietly.
Columbus tavern owner
Richard Allen said patrons
moved closer to the television set when President
Nixon addressed the nation
Tuesday night The news
was received quietly, he
said. Allen said one patron
opinioned:
"It's about
time."

Congratulations
Jill Bernard
and
Vicki Hanke

Bowling Green School
of Self-Defense
will begin its 5 Week
Course in

SELF-DEFENSE
on

.

North Vietnamese forces in
South Vietnam would decline because of a "flat
prohibition" on the infiltration of new men, on military
movements across the
demilitarized zone, and on
"foreign forces" in Laos and
Cambodia-the
traditional
springboards for infiltration
of South Vietnam.
THE AGREEMENT, to
be signed Saturday,
specifies that the 23.700 U.S.
troops now in South Vietnam
be withdrawn in four phases
of about 15 days each.
This
would coincide
approximately with the indicated pace of the return of
American war prisoners
from North Vietnam.
Kissinger said the pact severely limits the resupply of
North Vietnamese forces in
the South. It permits-under
international
supervisionthe replacement of worn out
and damaged weapons and
equipment only on a one-forone basis.
The United Stales obviously is anxious to get the
international supervisory
machinery in place quickly
to prevent either side from
gaining advantages which'
might upset the cease-fire
balance.
•
KISSINGER predicted the

Anderson scholarship
applications available
Applications for the Harold "Andy" Anderson scholarship
are available to students from the greater Toledo area.
The 1250 stipend, in memory of the late University
athletic director and basketball coach, will be presented at
half-time ceremonies for the BG-TU basketball game
March 3.
Any University student within the 50-mile radius of
greater Toledo may pick up an application for the
scholarship at the Alumni House or the Office of Student
Financial Aids, Student Services Bldg.
Applications must be turned in to the alumni office by
Feb 23.

—WANT T6—
STUDY
ABROAD?

Alpha Gam Happiness is congratulating their
two new actives —

Jan. 29,1973 - 5 P.M.
201 HAYES HALL

has learned one hell of a
lesson. I hope we don't stick
our noses out like that
again."
FOR THOSE not-so-lucky
veterans now patients at
Ohio's Veterans Hospital at
Chillicothe, the war's end
brought no bitterness, only
relief.
"Beautiful...now nobody
else will get killed. It's like a
dream come true." said one
veteran, a 25-year-old
former Pfc. and a "shell
shock" victim for more than
two years.
Another wounded vet.
identified only as a 29-yearold former serviceman from
Wilmington, said. "Glad to
hear it...no. I don't think it
could have ended any
earlier. The terms are okay
with me if they're okay with
Nixon."
Where news of armistice,
1945. brought shouts and
bells and dancing in the
streets in Ohio, the Vietnam

about your landlord and to
read your lease," he said.
Eridon recommended the
BG News classifieds, Sentinel Tribune classifieds and
the Guideline, published
every two weeks by the
Housing Association and
SHA as sources for available
apartments. The Guideline
is used by more students
than any other source. Eridon said.

He recommended that sto-'''
dents start to look for apartments for next year about;. ■
the sixth week of spring:::
quarter.
\
He reminded students ol£
the SHA services, including;'.[
the results of the landlord^survey conducted last year. : •'
SHA will conduct another^:
program on off-campugv
living next Tuesday at 7 p m .*■:
in 400 Moseley Hall
S
l
«3»

'North Viet troop level 1
to decline-Kissinger

Peace: hopes soar, doubts linger
By Teresa C. Plus
and
B.J. CsenJeJewskl
Associated Press Writers

4

For those students interested in expanding their horizons and who want to get involved in an exciting educational experience, a new office has opened. It is the Academic Programs Abroad office in Room 34,
Shatzel Hall.
What we are offering is information and
advice about spending some part of your
college career in a foreign country. Of particular interest are the Bowling Green programs in Europe. For those who want to get
away for an entire academic year, there are
three choices: Salzburg in Austria, Tours in
France, and Madrid in Spain. If you can't
spare a whole year, B.G. also sponsors three
summer programs: at Chambery in France,
in Rome, and in Madrid. The summer programs in France and Spain are open to
graduate students, too. Since these programs are sponsored by the university and
intended for B.G. students, they should be
looked into first if you want to study abroad.
If, however, your tastes are a little more
exotic, the Academic Programs Abroad office can find a school for you in Greece, India, Japan, Morocco, South America or Africa. The office will be open Mon.-Fri. from
1:00 to 4:30. Come in and see what opportunities are waiting for you.

armies of both North and
South Vietnam eventually "
would be scaled down. The
Saigon government has an
army of about 1.1 million
men.
Presumably any North .
Vietnamese soldiers duv'
charged from military service would return to North
Vietnam.
Kissinger said members
of the international supervisory force, and members
of a temporary Joint Military Commission repre-,
senuing ail of the warring'
parties, will meet within 14
hours after the cease-fire.
agreement
is
formally
signed Saturday.
The agreement requires,
the United States, the South
Vietnamese, the South
Koreans and Communist
forces to remain in place as
soon as the cease-fire goes
into effect.
.

Piano finalist*
to compete Sat
for cash prize
A 11,000 cash prise wlU be
awarded to Ohio's outstanding high school pianist.
If the winner chooses tp_:
attend this University, an
additional f 1,000 scholarship
la available.
Ten finalists from Ohio
high schools, chosen In preliminary compeUUttons, will
vie for the f 1,000 McCarty
Award. Competition begins
at 10 a.m. this Saturday in
the Recital Hall. School of
Music Bldg.
The award Is the result of
a f 1,000 donation last spring
to the School of Music by
Harold L. McCarty. president of McCarty's Heritage.
Inc. of Bowling Green.

The Brothers of

Phi Delta Theta
Would Like to Congratulate
Their Newly Elected Officers For 1973
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Ptedgemaster
Rush Chairmen

Tom Bull
Bob Bland
Gary Zetonis
Tony Vacarro
Dennis Smith
Mite Wilcox,
Bob Pansy

Steward
Jeff Everett
House Manager
MiheGreen
Social Chairman
BiMPixler
Recording Secretary
rjennisSmith
Long Range
MiteBaw
I.F.C
MiKe Wilcox. Chuck Wehrle
Athletic Chairman
Tony Marchione
Warden
.\
Bob Kilpatrick
Members at Large
Mite Wilcox, Mark Sedtto
Alumni Secretary
Mark Sedita
Public Relations
MiteGreen
Corresponding Secretary
Andy Wyzenski
Historian
\
Pat McCarty
Hospitality
Larry Can
Scholarship Chairman
>ffKoehler
Librarian
.y
MarkTudi
Chaplain
V.
Gary Moody
Chorister
\
BobPanty

Congratulations!
Thanks to the outgoing
officers For A Job Well Done

Thundoy, January 25, 1973, Th. BO N.w./Poa. S

A new phase for Viet war ?

Irony marks U.S. involvement
AaAPNewiAwlytlt

NMnaratobyCariM
TIn
,

A dormitory lobby b rrantformad Into a temporary mechanic't
Wffahop, at Bud La wit, tophomora (A AS), attorn pit to

change

thon9» tko» on h» bkydo.

The end be/an tive years
ago (or Americans in Vietnam.
It was the season of Tet,
when orientals want to rejoice. It was then that the
scope of the engagement became all too apparent.
The Tet celebration this
time begins exactly a week
after a Vietnam cease-fire
goes into effect. It should be
an occasion for much rejoicing. But the atmosphere
is heavy with apprehension.
What happens now?
Ever since the Americans
became involved In the
shooting war they have
experienced odd coincidences, strange omens,
baffling quirks and bitter
ironies

Peace provisions met
• from pO0# on*

In addition, the settlement
contained these basic provisions:
■■A ceaie-fire takes
effect In Vietnam at 7 p.m.
EST Saturday.
-All infiltration of

Pavlov lab film
ret at for Mon.
"The Function of the
Brain", a 1(35 film by Ivan
Pavlov, scheduled for
tonight, has been postponed
to Monday at 7 p.m.
'The film is composed of
scenes from Pavlov's
laboratory and is sponsored
by Psi Chi, the psychology
honorary,
and
the
psychology department.
The movie will be shown
ui 106 South Hall and is free
and open to the public.
Music Papers
Unulcrlpt, Scora fc Sk.tck|
Uyouii. S.nd (or fraa
tamplaa tod prica lltt.
KSM PubllrMng Co. /P.O.
Box 3819/D.U.., Tx 7SZ0I

troops and war supplies into
South Vietnam is prohibited without qualification.
-South Vietnam retains
the right to unlimited military aid on a strict replacement basis.
-Both sides are banned
from violating the demilitarised zone at the 17th
Parallel
-WHILE NO provision is
made directly for the withdrawal of the estimated
145,000 North Vietnamese
troops now in the South,
these units are prohibited

from any military activity
and all parties agreed to
reduction and demobilization of all forces
-There can be no use of
Cambodia and Laos to encroach on South Vietnam
and all foreign troops in
those two states must be
withdrawn
-The political future of
South Vietnam will be determined only by the South
Vietnamese.
-ANY MOVE toward reunification of the two Viol
nams must be peaceful and
come by negotiation.

Struff & Terry
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BY INS. with considerable congressional and
public support, Americans
had taken over the bulk of
the combat. North Vietnam
poured troops down the Ho
Chi Minh trail through Laos
to bear the brunt of fighting
for the other side.
By 1988 congressional and
public support in the United
States had dwindled considerably and the bombshell
effect of the Tet offensive,
with its setback to hopes for
pacification, horalded President Lyndon B Johnson's
departure from office

1
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DISCOUNT
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——————

-A National Council of
National Reconciliation and
Concord will organize elections for South Vietnam but
will not in any way be a
coalition government.
--Poland, Indonesia,
Canada and I'ungary will
provide 1.160 men to supervise the cease-fire and elections
-An international conference including the Vietnamese elements, the
United States. Soviet Union
and mainland China will be
held before the end of February to guarantee the
agreement

THERE IS irony in the
role played by two all-out
offensives by North Vietnam
and its National Liberation
Front (NLF) ally, the one at
Tet in 1968 and the other last
spring
Each failed to achieve its
major objectives But the
shock in 1968 set in motion
the process that produced
peace talks, and the one last
spring was a major factor in
changing those talks to negotiations.
In the beginning, the
struggle was between South
Vietnamese contenders-the
underground guerrillas and
the government that
emerged in Saigon after the
1954 partition. North Vietnamese and Americans
were on the sidelines, advising, helping, prodding
In the end the original contenders-Saigon and the
NLF-were virtually onlookers. The main actors
were Washington and l!anoi

Cathy Pratt &
Tom Orchard
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GRAY'S
M0UTHWASH
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Council discusses
required courses
Academic Council yesterday tabled a motion for the
second time that would allow individual colleges, rather
than the University, to decide whether students must take
English 112 and three quarters of physical education
,
At present the University requires every student to satisfactorily complete English 112 and three quarters of physical education before graduating.
Dr. Karl Vogt, proponent of the motion and dean of the
College of Business Administration, said it is the right of the
college faculty, not the University, to determine what
courses should be required for each college's baccalaureate
program.
DR. MICHAEL Ferrari, acting provost, disagreed, saying
it is the job of Academic Council to determine University requirements, a power granted to council under the University
Charter.
Dr. Stuart Givens. professor of history, said if requirements were dropped, either by the University or the colleges, then graduates would be "very highly specialized'' in
their areas, but still "illiterate."
Dean Vogt persisted with his motion, however, saying the
faculty has the right to determine courses which make up its
college baccalaureate degree.
"What is so good about three hours of HPB over all other
courses?" he asked.
Dr. Ferrari said council would continue discussion of the
motion at its next meeting Feb. 7.

DON'T FORGET!
Domino's Free Coke Night
Every Night This Week

Domino's, The Pizza People, Period.
352-5221
Watch for return of the
Giant Coke at Domino's Next Week

c

NOW 25

PEARL DROPS
TOOTH POLISH

HYTONE
FA SHION PORTFOLIO

14 at

CHOICE OF STYLES
REG. 19'

SOLID STATE WITH
ALARM SYSTEM
REG. '13.99

NOW 72*

NOW
3 FOR 30c

SUAVE
HAIR SPRAY

GRAY'S
ci NITARY TAMPONS
•■
REGULAR OR SUPER
Box of 40
REG.'1.49

NOW 99c

GROOM & CLEAN
HAIRSPRAY
FOR MEN

R0MILAR III
& EXPELUN
COUGH SYRUP

4oz.
REG. '1.00
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 89-

3oz.
REG.'1.69
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE'1.39

NOW 45*

NOW 99'

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

The WBGU-TV series
"Ohio This Week ' will focus
on state agricultural problems tonight at 7:30 and
tomorrow at 10 p.m.
The discussion will revolve around farm loans, the
propane shortage, taxation
of agricultural lands, farm
consolidation and the impact
of the environmental movement on farming

THE CROWNING irony
may turn out to be that the
new international force assigned to police the ceasefire will have scant chance
of success.
Last
time
the
International Control
Commission was powerless
because neither side had any
enthusiasm for its presence.

With A Large Pizza

NOW nv

NOW 49*

farm special

the Saigon

18161 WOOSTER ST
jMNrf 352-7241

NOW 2/71'

NORMAL OR DRY HOLD
13 oz. Can
REG. 79GRAY'S EVERYDAY LOW
PRICE 71-

WBGU to air

pons against
regime.

3 Free Cokes

G.E. AM CLOCK
RADIO

REG.'1.09
GRAY'S EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 94'

THE NLF clung tenaciously to the contention
that no settlement was possible before the Thieu regime was toppled To reinforce its own claim to legitimacy it set up a "provincional revolutionary government."
Its foreign minister would
be its spokesman in Paris.
But
the
Vietnam
imbroglio long before had
become a war of proxies, a
surrogate's war If there
was to be any sort of peace.
Washington and Hanoi would
shape it.
The others had no choice
but to be junior partners and

that's the way it happened in
Paris
With luck, a cease-fire
means a respite from violence With a lot of luck it
could last a while But the
effort by both sides to nail
down real estate has suggested that a new-or perhaps not so new-phase of
the story will unfold eventually Once guerrilla activity, terror, violence and
attrition were the main wea-

IISPECIALS AVAILABLE AT
STADIUM PLAZA
(STORE ONLY

CHEER
ALL TEMPERATURE
DETERGENT

REG. 45'
20oz.Box
GRAY'S EVEMMY LOW

Hanoi agreed to peace
talks with Washington in
Paris The sessions were
largely propaganda directed
to world opinion, but they
kept the door open
By 1969 Americans had a
new president and the talks
were to have a new look
four participants instead of
two.

SPECIALS THRU
SUNDAY

ZJLowde* guff
9Jmie @ow<U
INVENTORY SALE V* to Vi OFF

• Coordinated sportswear - skirts, slacks, jackets
Vi-1/3 off
• Slacks & jeans - (wools, knits, denims)
25% to 50% off
• Palazzo pants - polyester, crepe
40% off
• Sweaters, vests - asst. colors & styles - lA to Vi off
• Dresses, jumpers ■ wool, knit, velveteen, acetate
1/3 to Vi off
• Long skirts • wool, knit, crepe
40%-50% off
• Skirts • short • '10.00-'22.00
now »3.98 to '14.00
• Wool short coats
Vi price
• Blouses & bodysuits
20% to 50% off
• Vests - wool & acrylic ■ reg. '13.00 to'18.00
now'2.98 &'3.98
* ACCESSORIES *
20% off ALL hats, gloves, scarves
some up to V4 off
Purses - Entire Stock - reduced
30%-40%-50%
(ALL Suede Vi off)
Jewelry ■ charms, bracelets, pins,
earrings - Vi price
Music boxes - Vi price

* COSMETICS *
Lipsticks-reg. »1.35-'1.50 - now 2/4.00]
Bath Powder *Z50-'4.00

now-'.99-'1.99

Colognes & Bath lotion 40% - 50% off
Entire Stock of Max Factor
Items ■ 40% to 50% off
Eylure fingernail sets

reg.'3.00-'3.50-now'1.49
Manicure set -1 only - reg. '7.98
now '3.99

* SLEEPWEAR A LINGERIE *
Flannel & Brushed Nylon Sleepwear - 20% to 50% off
- nite shirts • long & waltz length Pajamas with feet • reg. »9.00 • now '5.99
ALL Robes - flannel, brushed acetate, quilted, velvelour
25% to 50% off
Peignoir sets - 5 only - reg. '30.00 - now '15.00
Nylon tricot gowns, baby dolls, robes - 30%-40%-50% off
OVERSTOCK of Bikini Pants 4 Only • 30% off
Many Misc. Items Not Listed

$«• 6/Th. M Uewi, Thuradoy, Januory 33, 1*73

Job interviews for week of Feb. 5

1

■ Sign-up for the following
;job iiitervlewi will begin
:-Monday. Jan 29. in the
'forum.
Student
Services
-Bldg Sign-up for non-school
schedules i business, government and graduate schools)
will be from 12:30-1 30 pm
and school schedules from 45 p.m. A data sheet or
'.resume must be presented
- at the time of sign-up

BUSINESS
FEBRUARYS

Seidman
It
Seidman-fB/Acctg or MBA/Acclg
mjr for Staff Accountants.
Pillsbury-B/Baslc
Bus
preferred but not necessary.

FEBRUARY 6
Gimbel's -No report yet.
Nationwide Insurance-B/Bus. Adin
Econ.. Fin..
Ins.
for
Underwriter
B/Mgmt. Mktg.. and others
for Claims Adj.. Supervisor
Trainee and Programmer.
B/Acctg. for Accountant

DOMINOS
352-5221
FANTASTIC
SPORT SHOE SALE

Arthur
Young-- + B.
M with mjr. In Acctg.
Kroger
Co -B/Mgmt ,
Mktg., Econ . or LA for
Store Mgr. Trainee.
J. C. Penney, Pittsburgh,
Pa.-B/Bus Adm or related
areas for
Store Mgmt.
Trainee.
J. C. Penney, New York,
NY -B/Gen Bus.. Acctg.,
and LA for Mgmt. Training
Programs in Buying, Control Buying, Distribution,
Systems. Acctg., and Store
Mgmt. Read literature prior
to interview.
J. C. Penney Co., Catalog
Div.. Milwaukee-No report
yet.
Lincoln National LifeH Math.
Comp.
Sci.,
M/Math QAC,
for Programmer/Sys.
Anal.
MBA/Administrative Mgmt.

Program. B/any area Interested in sales for Regional Sales Mgr
M. O'Neil Co.-B/Mktg .
Ret.. Sales Mgmt. for Jr.
Exec. Trainee.
John
Hancock-Degree
open. Must have interest In
sales or sales management
for life insurance sales position
Vick
Chemical
Co.-- Summer Sales Program.
Juniors
preferred,
unmarried, valid driver's license. Must be American
citizen. Interest in sales.
Montgomery County Adult
Probation Dept.-B/in any
Behavioral Sci. for Probation Investigators and Counselors.
FEBRUARY 7
Gimbel's-No report yet.

32 oz. Coke
returnable*

5

Cain's Potato
Chips

FOCU.OO

13oz.Bag

59*

Plus Deposit

SAVE '9.01

Cold Beer And Wine
At All Times

Connie - Fanfares

Racketeers

Reg. 45.00

434 East Wooster

- FEATURING -

Choose from several styles
in Suede or leather

Char Broiled Steaks and

ONM
Pull

Course

Family

U VARIETIES
PANCAKES * WAFFLES

LASALLE*S

Open Taes. thru Sat.
7:31-1
Sundays 7:11 • 7:M

BARGAIN PRICES FOR THURSDAY & SUNDAY WILL NOT
APPLY FOR POSEIDON ADVENTURE.

411 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

Fin. Mgmt , Programming.
and Ind. Rel. positions.

FEBRUARYS

Ford Motor-See Feb. 7
listing.
Laventhol.
Krekstein.
Howath
It
Howath-B.
M/with Mjr. in Acctg.

HELL,UPSIDE DOWN
At midnight on New Years Eve the S.S. Poseidon
was struck by a 90 foot tidal wave and capsized

mum

ARE FREE

PG

GODCHMI

O 16th BIG WEEK

ThaValachi
Papers'■
©FINALLY

THE TRUTH!!

"PLAY MISTY

2

GEORGE a scon

^ BIG
J

CBK^7
CITY TRUTHS

BURT REYNOLDS

59 Take for
61 Dream of ■ aort.
(, | Machine for
anrfaeinx timber*.
65 Lamb.
66 "Vo-ho-ho, —
bottle of rum!
67 Twit,
68 Meander.
69 Minn. neighbor.
iwiunw
IMJWrV
1 Make lun of.
2 Wicked.
4
5
6
7
B
9
1(1

Lopsided,
Overdo the toast.
Hail'
Meadow.
David - daughter.
Treele.i plain.
Raven-rolored
bird.
11 Mend that!
12 Former queen of
Italy,
13 Hires, in u way.
)| Coay room.
M Kind of neckpiece.
« SlJ. ,l . urn ,„
geology.
26 South Pacific
„ tf ■"?•■ „
F
V.
?"ldU: actor
''
2> Author,
Henry.
2V Mountain ranie
in Kjrghla.
*v sop.
31 What "alibi"
mania.
34 Oulu lake.
.16 Horn, fnr
Cinderella.
37 Jananaae ueonle.
38 Posting gall.

Thursday Jan B. 1171
Movie. Rudolph VakaUao in "The Eagle. ' 1pm. Ml
Education Bldg FREE
Christian Science Organisation. 6 10pm. Proul Chapel
Testimonial meeting - open to all
Bowling Green School ol Sell Defense t JM 30pm Ml
l'ayeal'all
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41

1

60
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22
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46

LTM

59
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16

40

39

'.1
52
oa
56
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9

i
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19
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house
Shaw character,
Freshen.
i.onjuncilon.
African lake.
Earth goddess in
opera
1 1L-. ...... ...«—
From the: Fr
H'OUrnn
Holland _

s

■

■
c
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Serving 26 new & exciting lunches
Hot Special Daily
Eastern Clam Chowder
a la carte or complete lunch

95* to 4.25
New Improved Service

Jumbo Cocktails

945
-II its**, facaatty, or etaptayMS
_ ..
of M wnaruty, 15% aicoant M
S. Main
otter expires J*n. 31.1973."

I'ear Dr Terry McCoy. Ohio
Slate Political Science
Proleaaor apeak on
Population and Politics in
Latin America. 2pm. Jan 25
Pink Dogwood Suite. Union
Founder's EuWic Night
begins at 4 ll-S 00
Tosudos. Spanish Rice and
olher Mexican duties with
entertainment at Spm

Desire ii to te a Buffalo
and DG's are coming in a
herd"
Linda,

we've

heard

B years ol service • we can
continue our tradition with
your help Alpha Phi Omega
nish Thur Faculty Lounge
Union 7:10

FOR SALE

Bahai Club Inlo Nite.7:3M 15pm. McDonald North lounge

Panasonic
lu ratable
11
platter
wooden
cabinet
w dust cover Best otler
Dave 372-1417

Bowling Green Members of Ohio Libertarian Party. 7 309 30pm Commuter Center. Moaeley 1'all Organisational
meeting ol discussion group for libertarian and objecliviat
issues Everyone welcome

Roses are red. B.C. is blue
The ban Valentine gift la a
portrait of you Portraits
Unlimited 351-M27

Crauj: S-track recorder and
player. AM-FM radio best

Bowling Green Gay Liberation. 1pm. River Room. Union

Williams Purple Mushroom 3000 new pr of earrings
at 77c per pr Buy 1 get I
free new stock of rings 4
band made ceramics

John I'aishp. editor ol Northwest Review, will read at
g: IS. US Education Bldg. Free

The Phi Psi Little Sisters
wish to congratulate the new
pledges
LOST
SERVICES OFFERED
Lost: rectangular gold-wire
glasses in U trail oa
Thursday. Jan II Please
contact 1-45*1
RIDES
Need rate Friday pm to So

Euclid area or Akron back
San. Can pay. Call 364 2302
WANTED
WANTED: good used
typewriter phone 352 544*
Grad studaat voveer N.
ingle, wants to meet girl list Photo, phone. P.O. Boa
11 Toledo. Oh»4Mt

VIP. Typing Service Exp
all levels collage a business
requirements.
Promo
mailuig from typewriter to
P.O. Pb B1-77S2
IMPORTS INN - Imported
Car Specialists • foreign
repair 1SS4 Bishop Rd. BG
turn left oft N Dixie I'wy
Open Moa-Fri ltam-tpm
SallOam-Spm

Congratulations Nick. Mark.
Randy, Ron. Mark and Dave
oa your Kappa Kappa Psi
activation

Would you have made a good
POUND DOG' Would you
be able to load Use PARE'
Come find out at the BGSU
SPORTS CAR CLUB'S FUN
RALLY SUNDAY
Rag.
noon at Use Ice Arena

offer Dennie 352 5*21

Klsae Usad Furniture 101
Main St Risingsun. Ohio
Largest selection of new &
used furniture at prices you
can afford. * Mam-gpm
Daily except Sunday
Meal coup lor
Sandy 2-45*5

Call

M Triumph TR-250 new lop
tire*, bat. clean, ao nisi
alter five - 352-7022

*7 Ford van. newly reined
brakes, new carb. battery,
water pump, body good,
needs pant S*M or beat offer
353-1(23
1S7I VW beetle excellent
condition
Call 352 0557
after! M

Service and Leadership to
Campus and CommuaUy. Alpha Phi Omega rush
Thur Faculty Lounge. Union
al7 3*pm

72 Vega GT. dark green 4
speed, hatchback. One year
old Reason for selling looking lor good VW bus
Will discuss price 353 3173

24 years of service to
campus • You can continue
the tradition
Alpha Pkl

Tequila, pajamas said SAEs
makealotoffUmnXia

*5 Corvalr Coraa convt
reblt ang SSSS. Ft. 353-1493
alter *pm

Omega Rusk Thurs

SAE's - -Parry*-- Pk

PERSONALS

730

FOR RENT
Wanted F spring qU Cherry
I'ill MO month »l-744t after
llve
Roommate wanted separate

bedroom 152 9195
Need 1 or 2 M rmtes spr qtr
Unlv Ct J52-OBS3

FREE Printing on tee or
jersey shirts at Use Den - see
our ad in this issue of BG
News

Alumni

64 Mercury Monlclair
automatic, power. 3M tagneeds work 1100 or heat
oiler 172-1410

ol

strange bedfellows, but • a
puckV Love, your Tigers

I'eated Garage Sale Rear
MS E Gypsy Ln Thurs-Fn.
1-6. Sal 912 Air Force
overcoat, hair dryer.
clothing, books, records, ice
skates, misc

is now open at 11 a.m. daily

Try the diet platter

fVI

i

2

KEY:
** Evening Also
i Returning spring quarter

UAO ■ Freeport Fling
Bahama Trip • March 17-22 ISO deposit Sign up UAO
office now - Only room tor as
people left Open to any
BGSU student, faculty 1
staff

Tablr tennis Club. 7 10pm. 106 Women 'sgym Open to all

Steakhouse and Pub

COIOC

1

Faculty Lounge la Union
CAMPUS CALENDAR

BGSU Karate Club. 7pm. Forum. Student Services Bldg

Watching Your Weight?

A IAU Ol HIX AND SIX RATIO X

US. Marine Corps-University Hall. No sign-up required
U.S.
Air Force-B/any
area. Men and women. Signup required for interview.

Fairfax County Schools.
Va.-B. M/EI. Ed. (K-6)
Reading. Phy Ed.. Sci . Lib
Sci.. Math, Music, Spec.
Ed., Speech and Hearing
and Ind. Ed.

Meaden
St
Moore
B/Acctg. No further report.
Lybrand. Ross Bros. &
Montgomery-B/Acctg.

ASK ABOUT'

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

JEK.¥l!r£HiDE

FEBRUARY 7

FEBRUARY9

Inter-Varlsty Chruulan Fellowship, 710pm.
Room. Union Chapter meeting.

I HI Mil I I 1C1/UIIL
\!Ksi<>\i>i liClvTLr

FEBRUARY 8
Northmonl Local Schools,
Ohio-+•• B/Elem K-6 and
EMR. Secondary, Instr. Music, Comp., Bus.. Fr.. Math.
('hem . and German. Jr.
High. Guidance.
Oak Hills Local Schools.
Ohio-No report yet.

FEBRUARY 9

BGSU Veteran's Club. 7pm. Norlhgate Lounge

HJSHIT^^^

NOW EVE I 30. 9 30 SAT I SUN 2 3 45 5 30. 7 30 9 30

Washington Local Schools■iB or M/Elem Ed. K-8
and Secondary-all areas.
Westlake City Schools-No
report yet.

(June
graduates).
B/Physics for Staff Physicist.
B/Chemistry
for
Analytical Chemist.
Joseph
Horne-B/any
area, prefers Mgmt., Mktg..
Ret., or Sales/Mgmt. and
Home Econ
for Mgmt.
Training Pro. leading to pos.
in Buying, Mgmt. and Store
Operations.
Alexander
Gram
B Acctg Grade Pt. 3.0 required.

HIT OF THE YEAR

CLINT EASTWOOD
DIRECTED

m» »»•«..!< ,-*:rmi*m nxamsxuicaimiaiMvmitSD
KaMwkXuuuo) •K»wmii«B mamr amrmm'

US. Marine Corps-University Hall. No sign-up required.
U.S.
Air
Force-B any
area. Men and women. Signup required for interview.
Women's Army CorpsUniversity Hall. Junior or
anyone interested in one
month summer orientation
program in July. No obligation to join. Enter as Corp
E-4 Will be paid at camp
Rescheduled from Jan. 22.

FEBRUARY7

Libbey-Owens
Ford-B/Acctg. for Corp. Auditing

form.
25 Orchestral roniposition, having
several
movement-.
28 Auto
.11) Orean: Ahbr,
.11 Tabard
32 Diminutive
ending.
11 Place for an
"eleve."
J5
a. butter.
19 Palace, of a type:
Phra.e.
12 Member, of ihr
hawk family.
13 lllcmi.hr,
44 Wile of Athamaa.

-GEORgE^gOTT^
■UDT SUMS TH£ MJU
AREDNOTMASfir
X
-•t-s.Wss1s.IWCW
^
Diana Rot*

Wig''

mc».ia»»M'ii«iTOmmifliH'u~awi«iowN iwraraom wsjnx
owumirr wwikOMU snu» srroits Miifimnms i^nura

FEBRUARY6

~«®*~ CLaSSIFIED mm
MISTER

|C»*i«»W»n«»«naiA—««w—1|

Versailles Exempted Village Schools, Ohio-B Most
areas
and most levels.
Elem. Ed. 1-6. Spec. Ed. LD.

Copr. '72 Gen 1 Features Coco

19
20
21
23

U.S. Marine Corps-University Hall. No sign-up required.

FEBRUARY 6

Central Cos - B Bus
Adm., Comp. Sci.. Econ .
Ind. Tech.. Fin. and Ins..
Mgmt, Mktg, and QAC.

IS" Soak.
,, ,'
• i ren»o,
18 Very dry, as
champagne.
•V .xnniii. so oan
but it mi.lii have
."
53 Herb seasoning.
Ct I ..... t..l,
55 Garden's tool.
36 lluil n( ilitEverglades.

NOW EVE 7 05 9 30 SAT 1 SUN 2 20 4 50. 7 05. 9 30
ADMISSION - S? 50

SCHOOLS

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
Coachman.
tc■ nan
More teeure.
Bath'i river.
Part ol the eye.
Doddering.
Reverie of a
sort.
Shrew.
Football team.
-Wornm. to.
nankin*
abbreviation.

AGENCIES

Detroit Bank L Trust-No
report yet.

FEBRUARY 8

Architectural Sales Trainee
Positions.
I'untington
National
Bank-B/any Bus. Area for
Branch Mgmt.
Ford
Motor-June
and
August graduates: B/Ind.
and Prod. Mgmt., Proc. and
Mat. MBA/Gen. Bus. for
Purchasing, Transportation,
and Production Control positions
B Bus Stat., Gen
Bus. Econ.. Fin.. Acctg,
Ind.
and
Prod.
Mgmt.,
Admin. Sci., Gen. Tech., and
Personnel and Industrial
relations for Prod. Sup.,
Gen Acctg., Cost Acctg.,

I
.>
'1
II
15
16
17

Dairy Queen Bldg.

A/014/5-99

Travelers
InsuranceIS any area for Life and
Health Sales rep.. Group
field rep., and Casualty-Property
field
assistant.
B Acctg for field auditor.
F.
W.
Woolworth B. Mktg.. Mgmt. or Business
area for Mgmt. Training
Program.
Commercial Union Co + B.'Bus. Adm. or Insurance
for Home Office Trainee
Positions in Underwriting.
Other areas welcome if interested in underwriting.
New England Life—t-No
report yet.
Kawneer
Co.--B/for

1 Im roommate needed spr
quarter
Apt close to
campus. 155 month Call S26JM
1 F. rm. needed now! No
lease M0 mo B2-73W
Nasjd 1 female a 1 male to
(ill apt at Campus Manor
352 73*5
2 bdrcn apt furnished 1135 2
blks from campus, call 3533174 alters
Need 1 M roommate spring
qtr Winthrop Terrace 352
SUB

1 F needed for house
immediately spring qtr 152
OS7
1 F rmte needed
quarter call 354 24*4

spring

I female roommate i
spring qtr Ml 25 mo Call
3525723
1-4 pen apt. apraag or
sooner ■ 352 7454
NOW LEASING lor Sept
Delux 4 man apis. Near
campus
(some special
leases still available I ph.
354-9111 or 352*111 lam-12
noon any day
Available fall 4 summer
leases Cloae to campus.
Phone 352 1*71 353-96*3
WAYNE APARTMENTS
3Sl-**57. 352 3516

J

IhurwJoy, January 23,

Gary Burton

Concert 'memorable'
Review by
Don ( Norwtae
There is a rumor in jazz
circles thai vibisl (jary
Burton is a musical genius
Last Sunday in the Grand
Ballroom. Union, a group of

about 300 were given
evidence to support that
rumor For some, the rumor
became a fact
The Gary Burton Quartet,
composed of Burton,
guitarist Mick Goodrich,
bassist Chip Jackson and

APT* %
ENTECTAINHENT

drummer Ted Seebs. conducted a clinic late Sunday
afternoon,
followed
by
individual
sessions, all
dealing with improvisation
and contemporary music
It was amazing to witness
the energy of Burton's
beliefs and his desire to pass
his philosophies and discoveries to anyone interested The breadth of
Burton's musical scope and
perception are monstrous.
Burton's genius climaxed
with the concert Sunday
night What he and the group
achieve steps beyond mere
entertainment It is energy
that takes the listener and
the performer through a

gamut of emotions and realizations
This is what music" of
the Top 40 cannot, and will
not do In order to be commercially successful it
must only tell the listener
what he wants to hear. If
this is considered an
attribute, then it is a drawback for Burton
HE AND THE group
express what is going on
today and they don't paint
over anything
Besides possessing musical honesty, they display
empathy with each other on
the highest level. Even
though they may start

playing without any preconceived destination in
mind, as they did in the
jamming sessions at the
clinic, when one member
suggests a route to follow,
the others can join in.
When the music finally
stops, the listeners and the
performers know they have
witnessed a thing of beauty
and a work of art. which was
molded and shaped before
their eyes
Such was the case Sunday
night
The audience at the Gary
Burton Quartet concert
couldn't forget what they
saw and heard, even if they
tried

Deaf theater troupe to perform
One of America s most
remarkable acting companies will be performing in
the Grand Ballroom. I'nion
at 8 p.m. Sunday. Jan 28
The National Theatre of
: the Deaf iNTDi is a company of 14 virtuoso actors
who use a combination of
mime, dance, visual language, music and narration
in a new theatrical concept
THE THEATER, founded
in 1966 by a $331,000 federal

Unique
eloquence

grant, is designed to "bring
better theater to the deaf
community and to create
pride among the deaf by
proving that they can contribute a valid art form of their
own to the community "
The Eugene O'Neill Theater Center, which sponsors
the Vl'l> warned that it
should not be confused with
a theater for the deaf
It is an eloquent and rewarding experience for both
the deaf and hearing au-

diences.' a center spokesman said
In the last five years the
NTD has completed 10 national tours, with more than
1.000 performances in 30
states and two Broadway
runs It has also conducted
five tours of Europe and
Asia, produced three films
and made numerous national
and international television
appearances

Performances are Riven in

both sign and spoken language
Samuel I'irsh of the
Boston
1'erald Traveler
wrote of the NTD. There
are speaking actors who say
the words in close harmony
with the hand speeches of
the deaf actors, and in an instant you're drawn into their
soundless world in a comfortable and fascinating compionship ."

TUB SEASON the com-

pany is presenting a new
work just added to its extensive repertoire.
"Gilgamesh" is the company's 17th major production. The original work for
the stage was created by the
acting company during four
months of rehearsal.
"The Epic of Gilgamesh''
is the oldest known literary
work. The NTD production
is a stage creation of the
translation ol Sumenan tablets which were written
1,500 years before 1'omer
THE PLAY'S music is a
fascinating part of the entire
performance
Since its
inception, the NTD has utilized sculptured instruments
of Francois Baschet These
art works are really "sound
instruments'' made from
glass rods and metal tubes.
In "Gilgamesh" an entirely new set of 12 sculpture
instruments have been designed, including three large
harps using strings, glass
and stainless steel rods, six
special drums and three
bass horns These are played
by both hearing and deaf
NTD actors.
Critic Judith Crist of the
NBC Today Show" advised
her audience of the NTD Gilgamesh production:
"Don't miss it. A wonderful company a superb company...one of the most
exciting kinds of theater I
have encountered.''
"Gilgamesh" is directed
by Larry Arrick. with settings by David I '.us costumes by Fred Voelpel and
lighting by John Gleason.
There is a full musical
score
The performance here is
sponsored by Student Activities as part of the University
Artist Series.
Tickets are sl.50 for students and 82.50 for adults.
They are available in 405
Student Services Bldg., or at
the door.

The National Theatre of the Deaf performs "My Third Eya," on* of 17 major
production! in fhair repertoire. The company will perform "Gilgame>h"
Sunday, Jan. 28 in the Grand Ballroom

people to see...places to go...things to do
A Pulitzer prize-winning
play, starring Teresa
Wright, opens tonight in
Toledo and plays through
Saturday
"The Effect of Gamma
Rays on Man-in-the-Moon
Marigolds" by Paul Zindel
will be at the Toledo Masonic Auditorium It will be
presented by Ken Shaw's
American Theatre League
of Toledo
The show received both
the 1970 Drama Critics
award, and a 1970 Obie
award.
There will be nightly performances at 8 30 with a
matinee Saturday at 2:30
p.m.
Tickets are $2.50 to 15 50
for Thursday: (3 to t6 for
Friday and Saturday
evenings, and $2.50 to $4.50
for Saturday afternoon.
The Masonic box office is
open Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m
Phone orders are accepted
at 893-0721
THE THIRD in a four-part
program entitled
"The
Search for Self," will be
given Sunday. Jan. 28 at 730
p.m. at Bowling Green High
School.

"Exploring New Alternatives'" will feature the film
"The Year of the Commune''
In addition, two other
films will be shown"Psychics. Saints,
and
Scientists."
which deals
with parapsychology, biofeedback, and telepathic
dreams, and "Business. Behavior and the Bottom
Line." a B.F. Skinner film.
Tickets are priced at $2
and may be purchased in 320
Student Services Bldg. Price
will be $2 50 at the door.
"DISNEY on Parade, a
two and one-half hour extravaganza, will open at the
Toledo Sports Arena Tuesday. Jan. 30. and play
through Sunday. Feb. 4
The show features film
slips from Walt Disney pictures as well as a live performance on the world's
largest portable arena
stage
Phone orders for tickets
are being accepted at the
Sports Arena. 14191691-2403

A PERFORMANCE by
Jascha I'eifetz. considered
to be the world's greatest
violinist, will be aired Mon-

day. Jan. 29. at 8 p.m. on
WBGU-TV. Channel 70
The program was taped in
two French television studios and in the Theatre des
Champs-Elysees in Paris,
during a six-day period.
Speaking of his music.
I '.-Hit/ has said, "If I don't
practice one day. I know it:
two days, the critics know
it: three days, the public
knows it."
Modern science will
launch viewers into the
mysteries of outer space and
explore the billion-year history of the universe on
Birth and Death of a Star,
Mondav, Jan. 29. at 9 p.m on
WBGU-TV
The Best and the
Brightest," a book now on
best seller lists all over the
country, will be reviewed by
its author David t.'alberstam
on "Book Beat" Monday.
Jan. 29. at 9:30 p.m. on
WBGU-TV

"EYE TO EYE," the
series on art in everyday
life, will consider photography and the revolution it
caused in the world of art in
■Stopping Time."
Wed-

nesday. Jan. 31. at 9 p.m. on
WBGU-TV
The program will high-

light
some
of
the
forerunners of modern
photography.

Only
three ?

Gary Burton, exclaimed vibraharp player, developed the
unique four-mallet te<hnique that hat become his trademark
The Gary Burton Quartet performed in the Grand Ballroom,
Union, last Sunday.

School of Music events
The School of Music will
feature a percussion ensemble, the symphonic band
and a well-known violinist in
concert this week
The
Bowling Green
Percussion Ensemble will
present a public concert .ii
8.15 tonight in the Recital
fall. School of Music llldg .
under the direction of Wen
dell Jones, assistant profea
sorof performance studies
Formed in 1987, the ensemble provides percussion
students with the opportunity to play chamber
music, traditional percussion music and pop' and
jazz/rock numbers
Most recently, the ensemble was featured on a
program,
"Day of Percussion." at Ohio State University with other university
percussion ensembles and
jazz vibraharp player. Gary
Burton
THE Symphonic Band,
conducted by Mark S Kelly,
will present a public concert
at 8 p.m., tomorrow, in the
Grand Ballroom. Union.
Featured will be a performance of Schumann's
"Konzertuck for Four Solo
I.'orns. Op
86." Horn
soloists include faculty
members Herbert Spencer
and David Rogers and students Gary Bales, junior
(Mus. Ed), and Denise

8-Ball and Foosball
Tournament

Hunter,
Ed. i

sophomore I Mus

The concert is par) >>f the
New Music Heading Clinic
lur High School Hands boinj!
held on c.impus Friday and
Saturday
VIOLINIST Haul Makara,
professor ol music in perlormance studies, will present
i concert al 8 15 pin
Sunday in the Recital Hall.
School ol MUSK Hide.
First violinist with the
Howling Green String Quartet, Dr
Makara has
appeared with the Detroit
Symphony.
Eastman
Rochester and Rochester
Civic Orchestras He is former concertmaster for the

Toledo Symphony Orches-^
tra
One ol Ihe highlights of-'
Dr. Makara s concert will beK
.i performance of Bach »
" Sonata in (i minor for
unaccompanied violin."
Dr. Walter Baker, asso-.
i Kite professor of music in.
performance studies, wilt
assist Dr Makara in DIKC
for Violin and Piano 11947 £
by Leon Kirchner
The program also includes'
Schubert's "Sonata in AMajor. Op 162
La plus;
que lenle" by Debussy.;
'Zapatoado" by Sarasate.:
and Kreisler's "Variations;
on a Theme ol Corelli."
The public may attend all!
three performances at na
charge

Fall Leases
(Reduced Summer Lease Rates)
Al-Lyn & Bumpus-Dahms Apts.
• 2 Bdrm. Units
• Solid Construction
• 24 Hr. Office Hrs.-7 Days Wk.
• 9 to 12 Month Leases

Falcon Plaza Motel
(across from Harshman)

353-9863

3521973

B55RaB5555Bi5555555!

WHEN IT IS TOO TOUGH FOR YOU
IT'S JUST RIGHT FOR US.

Entry Fee - $1.00 - CASH • Prize to the winner
8-Ball Semi Finals - Fri. Night
Finals - Saturday Night
1A.M. to 4 A.M.

Free Coffee Served
Both Nights

Foosball Tournament
Sun. at 7 P.M.
•1.00 Entry Fee

And Cash Prize to the
Winner
Sun.-Thurs. Noon to Midnight
Fri. & Sat. Noon to 4 A.M.

352-5518
any major or minor

VOLKSWAGEN REPAIR!

IMPORTS INN
IMPORTED CAR SPECIALISTS-FOREIGN REPAIR
13284 Bishop Rd , B.G. tun left off N. Dixie Hwy.
Open MOD. - Fri. it a.m. • 8 p.m.. Sal. IS a.m. - S p.m.
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Falcon rally falls short;
Detroit prevails, 67-65
By Kenny White
Astlf last Sports Editor
The Falcon cagers may be the first
collegiate team to go down in history
as the nation's best comeback artists.
BG has a habit of playing catch-up
roundball. but saw its attempt go down
the drain last night at the hands of the
University of Detroit.
Coach Pat Haley's club suffered a 6765 setback at Anderson Arena before a
standing-room-only crowd of 5,128. It
marked the fourth straight time a
Falcon game has been decided in the
last minute of action.
Tom Marsh, the Titan's senior guard
who has been winning ballgames with
last minute buckets, made the Falcons
his third victim of the year. His bucket,
with 10 seconds remaining, was the
margin of victory for the 11-4 Michigan
quintet.

JVs triumph
Nowtphoto by Carl Sera
Bowling Green gol a different "tlant" toward
close
ballgames lott night, losing to Detroit 67-65. Jeff lessig,
right, and Brian Scanlan arc too lot* to got tho rebound away
from tho Titon'» Owon Woll» (45) and Torry Thomas.

Brodt coach of year
University track and cross country
coach Mel Brodt has been named the
1972 Indoor Track Coach of the Year by
the United States Track Coaches
Association.
Brodt was honored for Bowling
Green's second place finish in the
NCAA indoor championships and for
his skill in coaching Olympic gold
medalist Dave Wottle and other AilAmerican distance runners.
The 46-year-old coach was also
named district coach of the year in
cross country for guiding the Falcons
to their fourth straight finish among
the top 10 teams in the nation. BG was
sixth in 1972
BRODT HAS been track and cross
country coach at BG since I860 In
cross country, his teams have an
overall 84-27 record in dual meets. His
last four harrier squads have finished
ninth, eighth, seventh, and sixth,
respectively, in the NCAA meet.
In outdoor track the Falcons have a
59-30 overall mark under Brodt and are
54-17-2 for the last 10 years with seven

Women
gymnasis
at Kent
After two unsuccessful meets.
Bowling Green's women's gymnastics
team will try to move into the win
column when it travels to Kent State
tomorrow to meet the female Flashes.
BG dropped its first meet of the
season to Indiana State University Jan.
13 by a score of 117 5-75 9. Senior cocaptain Bonnie Koglman placed fourth
on the balance beam f or BG
The other loss came last Saturday
when Michigan State scored 8805.
Western Illinois 71.6 and Bowling
Green 65 15 Co-captain Sandy Dubois
captured a fourth in all-around
competition, while Koglman was
second on the balance beam.
Team members include Sue
Graham. Debbie Bloom. Rita Lorenz.
Laurel Dodd. Connie Synder. Kim
Olson. Anita Daggett. Donna Dolch.
Pam Dillon. Kathy Yanchunas.
Koglman and Dubois The coach is
Connie Martin.

Ticket Info
As of 8 am today, about 500 student
exchange tickets remained for Friday
nights hockey game between the
Falcons and Ohio State
Reserve seats are sold out for the
contest but there may be a general
admission sale at the gate if there are
any tickets left over from the student
exchange.
Tickets are still available for
Saturday afternoons Mid-American
Conference basketball confrontation
between Bowling Green and Ohio
Uljtaersity. The game will be broadcist on regional TV.

major team championships.
While coaching at BG, Brodt has
produced two AAU champions, seven
NCAA champions, three USTFF
champions, 14 Central Collegiate
winners. 28 Mid-American Conference
individual winners and 32 All-Ohio
champions
From 1951 to 1960, Brodt coached at
John Adams high school in Cleveland,
where his track and cross country
teams won 70 of 82 meets and claimed
four state championships

Bowling Green's junior varsity
basketball team won its third game of
the season against three defeats as the
Falcons beat Heidelberg, 77-62, last
night at Anderson Arena.
Freshman center Andre Richardson
tied a team season high of 27 points as
he hit 12 of 27 shots from the field and a
perfect three-for-three from the foul
line. Richardson also had a game high
of 17 rebounds.
Kevin Brake and Ron Grayson had 14
points apiece for the BG JVs while
teammate John Arnold added 12
tallies.
THE JUNIOR Falcons led 42-30 at
intermission.
Bowling Green's JVs hit on 47 per
cent of their shots from the field compared to 36 per cent for Heidelberg.
The junior Falcons held the rebounding
advantage, 47-41.
The junior varsity's next contest will
be Saturday morning at 11:30 when
Bill's Men's Wear of Fostoria returns
for its third and final appearance of the
season at Anderson Arena. Bill's is led
by 7-foot Mark Cartwright.

Howard has come
a long way, fast
By Keiay White
Assistant Sports Editor
For a player competing in only his
fourth year of organized basketball.
Skip Howard has accomplished more
with a roundball than Houdini did with
his magic.
Howard, who is still learning the
ropes of the hoop circuit, has stepped
into the Falcon starting five to ease
many of the problems BG had at the
pivot spot last year.
The 8' 10" beanpole from Dayton has
been the most consistent performer for
the Falcons through the first 13 games.

Skip Howard

He is averaging 15.7 markers a game and has blocked 22 shots On the
average that's almost two blocks a contest.
HOWARD SEEMS to be intimidating opponents. Against St. Joe, he did
an outstanding job on Mike Bantom, who was a member of the Olympic
roundball team.
Howard is developing into the type of big man who makes an opposing
player think twice before he attempts to launch a shot.
When it comes to the offensive side of the game, Howard is no patsy at
putting the "rock" through the hoop. He has a deadly line-drive outside
shot.
Howard enjoyed his best offensive evening in the third game of the
year when the Falcons dropped a 100-77 decision to Niagara in a game at
Buffalo. In a town with a lot of pro scouts, Howard put on a fine shooting
exhibition and canned a career-high 32 points.
THE MEDIA WAS so impressed with the marksmenship of the big man
that it went so far as to say he definitely is a pro prospect.
Even though a groin injury forced him to miss a game, Howard still
gives a good, hard effort everytime he steps onto the hardwood. He is
made of a unique mental and inner toughness that will make him quickly
rise to fame.
It has been quite sometime since BG has had a big center who could do
the things Howard is doing.
The way he has coordinated his long bones in just five years is just
some indication of the greatness that could eventually come to Howard in
his basketball career.
THERE STILL are a lot of things to do, learn and comprehend in this
rugged game, now ruled by giants. One of Howard's biggest goals is to
put a little meat on his skinny frame so he can dish out some of the rough
tonic he has been subjected to this year.
The hard work be puts into becoming a good ballplayer is nothing but a
tribute to a young man who just four years ago didn't know how to dribble
a basketball

After watching a 12 point lead vanish
in the second half, the Titans began to
make numerous turnovers which
sparked the fired-up BG hoopsters.
DETROIT never let BG get more
than four points ahead as the lead
changed hands four times in the second
stanza. When it seemed that the
Falcons might pull away, the Titans
went 7-foot Gerald Smith, who, in the
words of his assistant coach. Ben
Bluitt. played his finest game.
Using various hooks and turn-around
jumpers, Smith kept his team in
contention as BG desparately tried to
pull away from the taller Titans.
With 4:43 left in the second half. Jeff
Montgomery knotted the score at 55.
Montgomery, who went on a scoring
blitz in the last five minutes of action
with 10 points, added the next six BG
points, making the count 61-59
THE TITANS then went to work with
their pivot man Smith, getting the easy
buckets as they stayed close to the
Falcons for the next three minutes.
BG held onto a slim 65-63 lead, but
with 1:20 left in the game Laval Perry

stole the ball and went in for a driving
lay-up and tied the score.
The Falcons then took the ball out
and tried to get down the floor for what
looked to be the last shot Ron Weber
took a short pass from Jack Wissman
and was attempting to cross the time
line when he was called for charging
AFTER a quick timeout. Detroit
went into a stall offense looking for the
last shot. Marsh took the inbounds
pass, dribbled around the Falcon
defenders for a couple of seconds and
then pumped home a 15-footer from the
side with 10 seconds left, giving Detroit
the 67-65 triumph
Marsh was the Titan's hero last
Saturday when they pulled out a 62-60
squeaker against Southern Illinois In
that game. Marsh scored the winning
shot with six seconds left in the game
"We walked out there flat as we
could." coach Haley said in his post
game conference.
BG missed its first eight tries last
night as the Titans jumped to a 10-0
lead.
"We doubted ourselves and I don't

know why. because we didn't do
anything." Haley said

In the first half the Falcons
connected on 11 of 40 attempts for 27
per cent from the field
It marked the third game in which
the Falcons shot poorly in the first
half They didn't get a chance at the
foul line during the first half
"IT'S A miracle how close the games
have been. If we could shoot any kind
of percentage, we could win." Haley
said referring to his team's overall
mark of 37 per cent for the game
compared to the Titans' 51 per cent.
"We just don't put the ball in the
basket."
Montgomery, who broke out of a
mild scoring slump, threw in 25
markers for the game high He was
aided by Cornelius Cash's 12 points and
Brian Scanlan's nine Skip Howard
added five points and Jack Wissman
tallied four
Weber and Le l'enson came off the
bench to score four and six points
respectively
The Falcons overall record is now 7
7

A ref's job isn't easy;
just ask Bob Wortman
By Scott Scredeo
Maaagtag Editor
"If it wasn't for the damned referee,
we'd have won the game without
breaking a sweat."
You hear quite a bit about them
during the game, and if you lose, much
more after the game. You might even
yell louder if you knew they are paid
$100 per game.
Everybody's scapegoat -the referee.
But what about the game from his
standpoint? How does the quality of
play affect his technique, and how does
his technique affect the game?
Bob Wortman, a Mid-American Conference basketball referee, has
officiated games since 1956 He has
also been a referee in the Missouri
Valley Conference, the Ohio Valley
Conference, the Mid-Ohio Conference
and the Ohio Conference.
"THE PLAYERS make our game."
Wortman said. "If they're playing
good, we have a good game. But if
they're hitting 30 per cent of their field
shots, we're (the referees! in trouble."
He said when teams play poorly.
there is a greater chance for more
loose balls, more contact and in turn,
more fouls.
"Every game can be different You
have to adjust to the situation." he
said.
Wortman worked last year's national
western regional finals between UCLA
and Long Beach State. Comparing
teams like UCLA against MidAmerican Conference teams, he said
the overall personnel of UCLA is what
makes it better than MAC squads.
"Teams such as UCLA have seven,
eight and nine guys that can play the
game equally well." Wortman said
"They're stronger than the MAC
because they have more bench
strength."

HE SAID this type of officiating
makes it harder for teams to play
"pressure defense." that is. with the
defensive player pressuring the offensive player by holding on to his
waist with one hand, and jabbing at the
ball with the other hand
Wortman said this rule gives the
official the potential to call more fouls
"But we as officials realize what the
coaches go through." he said. "We
know they want their best people in the
final minutes, and we hate to see the
game decided by fouls We're trying to
let the kids adjust to the rule." he said
Wortman said he would like to see
the Mid-American Conference switch
to three officials, as leagues like the
Big 10 have done
"I DON'T think as many fouls would
be called since the players would have
an extra official breathing down their
throats." he said.
Some persons have criticized
referees for the fight between players
at last year's Minnesota-Ohio State
game.
"The officials were criticized for not
watching the players when the foul was
called." Wortman said.
"We try to make sure we've got
everyone in view. This will give us
some chance to prevent a fight, but I'm
not saying we can."

Bob Wortman

WORTMAN ALSO said he thinks
that, in general, there is a dire need for
officials in college basketball
Also, we don't have enough good
conscientious officials." he said This
hurts the coaches."
And what about the spectator" Howdoes Wortman react to a rowdy, unsympathetic crowd?
The crowd doesn't really bother
me. I never really hear it if I do a good
job. but about the bad
He hopes he doesn 1 hear it in
Anderson Arena this Saturday.

BUT WORTMAN said the MidAmerican Conference teams play with
more finesse than many other stronger
teams and conferences.
"This has a lot to do with my theory
that bench strength is the difference
between teams like UCLA and teams
in the MAC." he said
The MAC can't afford to lose two or
three players on fouls each game
because they don't have the bench
strength of a UCLA, he said
"Again, there are nights when MAC
teams can really go at it." Wortman
said
"THE LAST couple of years. Kent
State and Ohio University have been
really physical. But it depends on the
feeling of the night. We give the
players the choice to set the tempo of
the game."
Wortman said one of the biggest
problems bothering him as a referee is
one of the new rules set down this year
by the NCAA Rules Committee.
"This year they want us to work on
the idea that the players can't use their
bands on defense. They want us to start
calling fouls." he said.
"But this changes the philosophy of
officiating, coaching and the game.''
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Kevin Brake scores two of his 14 points on a layup early in tho
second half of tho Jayvee 77-62 win over Heidelberg last
night. Tho JVs evened thoir record at 3-3.

